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Letter from the Chairman and President

We are pleased to report that 2012 was another robust and
successful year in fulfilling the vital mission of the Institute for
Defense and Business (IDB). Despite the challenging federal budget
and national economic climate, IDB delivered more programs to
more participants than ever before in 2012. With the entire federal
government coming under increasing budgetary pressures, IDB’s
programs deliver critical business tools and approaches to help those
who serve achieve real efficiencies and increased effectiveness.
As envisioned when the U.S. Army Materiel Command established
it in 2000, the Center of Excellence in Logistics and Technology
(LOGTECH) in Chapel Hill has become a wellspring of joint and
interagency logistics and supply chain knowledge and expertise.
This flagship program of the Institute for Defense and Business in
partnership with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s
Kenan-Flagler Business School continued during 2012 to improve
and deliver the Center’s interrelated suite of LOGTECH programs.
LOGTECH produces military, interagency, international and private
sector graduates who apply their increased business acumen to
address current challenges in innovative ways. LOGTECH has also
served as a catalyst for a broader portfolio of innovative, customdesigned education programs that extend beyond logistics and have
allowed IDB to reach and influence a greater cross section of our
nation’s military, interagency, and private sector leaders.
The IDB continues to evolve and expand both its logistics and
non-logistics programs. For example, in the logistics arena, IDB is
working with the Veteran’s Health Administration (VHA) to design a
program, MedLog21, to meet the education needs of VHA’s logistics
workforce as well as other medical logisticians. It will debut in early
2013. In addition, the IDB’s program for depot and arsenal leaders
included for the first time four Defense Logistics Agency participants
who directly support Marine Corps and Army depots, as well as the
first Director of Logistics to participate. In a new area of engagement
for the IDB, 2012 saw the development and delivery of the inaugural
cohort of the UNC IDB Strategic Studies Fellows Program (SSFP) to
address the Army Chief of Staff’s initiative to “broaden” the strategic
capacity of the Army’s future leaders. This innovative five-week,
residential, graduate-level program immersed 25 Army captains from
across the spectrum of career fields in strategic national security
study topics ranging from Media Relations and Crisis Communication
to National Security Apparatus and Strategy.
While it may be difficult to quantify a return on investment for many
educational activities, IDB programs have demonstrated their value
in myriad ways. For example, each Depot and Arsenal Executive
Leadership Program (DAELP) cohort performs value stream analyses
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on selected processes at a host depot or arsenal. In December 2012,
DAELP Cohort X performed value stream analyses at Tooele Army
Depot that will produce substantial savings and cost avoidances
when fully implemented. The General William G.T. Tuttle, Jr., Award
for Business Acumen in Defense and Government is awarded each
year to a LOGTECH Advanced program graduate who led his or
her organization in applying business lessons to achieve significant
process improvements or cost savings, or both. LCDR Cielo Almanza
and his Pacific Fleet Future Logistics Operations Division won the
2012 award for achieving millions of dollars in savings for port visits
and services. IDB programs are on point, and the savings achieved
by our graduates are real.
With the completion of a major 12 month research project early in
2012, IDB gross revenues and net assets were down somewhat
relative to 2011. We enter 2013 mindful of the budgetary constraints of
our major clients, and the IDB is adapting to that environment through
prudent cost controls while expanding our outreach activities.
All of us with the Institute for Defense and Business are proud and
honored to support so many of those who serve the nation. We look
forward to continuing to contribute to the excellence and innovation
that meet the challenges of our warfighters, their interagency
counterparts, and the private sector that supports them.
Sincerely,

Gov. James G. Martin		
Mr. Mark C. Cramer
Chairman			President		
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Board of Directors

The IDB Board of Directors sets the overall direction and philosophy of the organization and provides oversight
and guidance. Reflecting the Institute’s global reach and perspective, these distinguished leaders in government,
business, and academia bring broad vision to the IDB and its mission.
Gov. James G. Martin

Mr. Frank B. Holding, Jr.

Mr. Thomas W. Bradshaw, Jr.

Chairman and Director

Vice Chairman and Director

Treasurer and Director

Former Governor, State of
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Mr. Rye Barcott
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Mr. Seddon Goode, Jr.

Director
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Co-Founder of Carolina for

President, Institute for

Former President, University

Kibera, Chapel Hill, North
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Research Park, Inc.,

Carolina; and Special Adviser,

Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Charlotte, North Carolina

Mr. James E.S. Hynes

Dr. John D. Kasarda

Ms. Debra Plousha Moore

Director

Director

Director

Former Chairman, Carolinas

Former Director, The Frank

Executive Vice President and

HealthCare System,

Hawkins Kenan Institute of

Chief Human Resource Officer,

Charlotte, North Carolina

Private Enterprise, and Kenan

Carolinas HealthCare System,

Distinguished Professor,

Charlotte, North Carolina

Office of the Chairman
and CEO at Duke Energy
Corporation, Charlotte, North
Carolina

University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill’s Kenan-Flagler
Business School

LTG William E. Mortensen,

Mr. Roger L. Perry, Sr.

Dr. Holden Thorp

USA (Ret.)

Director

Director

Director

President, East West

Chancellor, The University of

Chairman and CEO

Partners Management

North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

Mortensen and Associates, LLC,

Company, and Former

Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Southport, North Carolina

Chair, Board of Trustees
of the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill
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IDB Programs

IDB delivers custom-designed education programs that bring together participants from the military,
other government agencies, and private sector companies in a shoulder-to-shoulder academic
setting. This principle of collaboration is fundamental to the design and success of all IDB programs.
Graduates of our programs apply best practices and business principles to
address problems within their organizations to arrive at innovative solutions.
The Depot and Arsenal Executive Leadership Program (DAELP) provides a
specifically designed business acumen curriculum for the commanders and senior
civilian leaders of the nation’s depots, arsenals, and industrial facilities. The program
delivers a strategic overview of the key functional, analytical, and managerial
elements required for the effective leadership of large complex organizations.

IDB organized a tour of 3M Corporation’s Innovation Center in July. DAELP
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alumni from three cohorts participated in this enhancement to DAELP
hosted by long-time corporate sponsor 3M.
®®

DAELP Cohort X began its studies in September. At 26 members strong,
Cohort X is the largest yet, and it includes the first Director of Logistics to
enroll as well as four Defense Logistics Agency participants.

IDB’s Center for Stabilization and Economic Reconstruction (CSER)
develops and delivers innovative, custom-designed programs to facilitate
cooperation and collaboration among all actors in stability operations and crisis
environments.
®®

CSER delivered three offerings of its Seminar on Logistics Cooperation for
Stabilization and Reconstruction in 2012. Each LCSR seminar is custom-
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designed for the Joint Staff Directorate of Logistics J4 and features a detailed
case study examination of a recent real-world crisis response.
®®

CSER hosted its ninth predeployment roundtable for the Marine Corps In
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DAELP Cohort IX graduated in May 2012 having benefitted from 40 corporate
residency sponsors—an all-time high for the program.
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November 2012. The II MEF (FWD) Governance and Economics Roundtable
focused on Regional Command Southwest in Afghanistan.

Log21 is a week-long program for early-career logisticians that provides an expanded view of the
potential and rewards of a career in logistics and sustainment.
®®

Log21 was delivered three times in 2012; in March, June, and August.

®®

The Log21 curriculum inspired IDB to engage during 2012 with the Department of Veterans Affairs
(VA) to create a custom program specifically for early career medical logisticians from the VA,
private sector, and other government and military departments.
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The Center of Excellence in Logistics and Technology (LOGTECH) is a unique partnership between the IDB and the University of
North Carolina’s Kenan-Flager Business School. LOGTECH has delivered joint logistics education for 13 years and has served as the
catalyst for the IDB’s broad portfolio of innovative custom education programs.
®®

IDB delivered a record nine LOGTECH executive education programs in 2012; seven Advanced
and two Executive Programs serving 296 total participants during the year.

®®

LOGTECH Advanced graduate LCDR Cielo Almanza, USN, won the 2012 GEN William G.T. Tuttle
Jr. Award for Business Acumen in Defense and Government in 2012 for spearheading his unit’s
successful streamlining of scheduling port visit support services in the western Pacific.
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The Strategic Studies Fellows Program (SSFP) is a five-week residential
graduate-level program on strategic national security studies for company
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Captains graduating. Each received three graduate credit hours from
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Indiana University.
®®

This was the initial effort by the U.S. Army to implement the Army Chief of
Staff’s initiative to broaden the strategic understanding of the Army’s future
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leaders.

The IU-UNC LogMBA is a unique hybrid MBA degree program combining
online coursework through the Kelley School of Business at Indiana University
and academic residencies at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill’s
Kenan-Flagler Business School, Indiana University, and overseas.
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The inaugural SSFP was delivered in June and July 2012 with 25 Army

®®

IU-UNC LogMBA Cohort VIII traveled to China and Thailand for its
overseas residency.

®®

MBA Cohort VII graduated in December at a ceremony at the Army Navy
Club in Washington, DC.
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MBA students continued to provide real value to their own organizations
through their applied projects and to the depot and arsenal system
through their capstone projects.

The Life Cycle Executive Leadership Program (LCELP) is designed for leaders challenged with
developing, managing, and/or implementing life cycle plans or policies within their organizations and
for their customers.
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®®

LCELP was delivered three times in 2012; in February, April, and August.

®®

Strong interest in LCELP from the Air Force at the end of 2012 bodes well for 2013 participation.
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2012 HIGHLIGHTS

MedLog21

IDB Executive Fellows 2012–2013
The IDB Board of Directors hosted an installation dinner
welcoming the 2012–2013 class of IDB Executive Fellows
on September 13, 2012, at the Ronald Reagan Building in
Washington, DC. Pictured above are 2012–2013 Fellows: (l-r)
ADM Eric T. Olson, USN (Ret.); Gen Roger A. Brady, USAF
(Ret.),;LTG Mitchell H. Stevenson, USA (Ret.); LtGen Bruce B.
Knutson, USMC (Ret.); and RADM Ronald F. Silva, USCG (Ret.).

As 2012 closes, IDB has developed and is preparing
to deliver a new course for medical logistics
professionals. MedLog21: Supply Chain Skills for
Medical Logisticians in the 21st Century is being
designed in partnership with the Veterans Health
Administration (VHA) to address the education needs
of its logistics workforce and other medical logistics
professionals. The pilot MedLog21 will debut in the first
half of 2013 with additional offerings planned quarterly.

Motor Vehicles High Performance
Capabilities
The Motor Vehicles High Performance Capabilities
(MVHPC) project concluded in 2012 with delivery of
a Data Management Tool and extensive Capabilities
Source List of motorsports manufacturers, suppliers,
racing teams, and vendors to the government. This
research project for Marine Corps Systems Command
actively identified and cataloged technologies and
capabilities found in the commercial motorsports
industry with possible application to specific military
vehicle performance gaps. This project’s origin is
directly traceable to a DAELP technology tour of
motorsports shops and labs in 2009 and is illustrative
of the catalytic influence of LOGTECH.
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Disaster Response Integrative LogistIcs
Also in 2012, IDB teamed with Lockheed Martin to design and
deliver a pioneering, private-sector-led Disaster Response
Integrative Logistics (DRIL) exercise at Lockheed’s Center
for Innovation November 5–9 in Suffolk, VA. This multiday simulation was designed to create a powerful learning
opportunity to advance full collaboration of government,
industry, and NGOs. The exercise combined interactive
electronic and face-to-face elements to immerse participants in
a complex scenario to ultimately identify and highlight ways to
improve logistics integration and intergovernmental, interagency,
and international collaboration.
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SSFP Inaugural Class Graduates
The UNC-IDB Strategic Studies Fellows
Program (SSFP) recognized its inaugural
class of graduates on July 20, 2012, at
the University of North Carolina in Chapel
Hill, NC. Created at the request of the U.S.
Army, the five-week course teaches highpotential senior captains to look at national
security issues from a more strategic level.
Lieutenant General William J. Troy, Director
of the Army Staff, culminated the classroom
instruction with a keynote address and
interactive session with the students. The
UNC-IDB SSFP is administered by the IDB
in collaboration with the UNC Partnership
for National Security, Indiana University, the
Triangle Center on Terrorism and Homeland
Security, and the Triangle Institute for
Security Studies.

The 2012 Tuttle Award
IDB established the GEN William G.T. Tuttle, Jr Award
for Business Acumen in Defense and Government to
recognize the best application of business concepts in
defense and government by a previous year’s LOGTECH
Advanced alumnus as selected by the LOGTECH
Subject Matter Expert Board. The 2012 Tuttle Award
was presented to LCDR Cielo Almanza, Action Officer
for the Pacific Fleet Logistics Supply and Ordnance
Future Logistics Operations Division, for spearheading
his division’s successful streamlining of the scheduling
and payment process for port visit support and services
in the western Pacific. That initiative yielded notable
efficiencies ranging from several thousand dollars to
instances of over $500,000 in savings per port visit.
With roughly 350 Pacific Fleet port visits per year, the
resulting savings are significant and have allowed
for additional theater engagement. The award was
presented in February 2012 at the second annual
LOGTECH Tuttle Award Dinner in Chapel Hill.
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LCDR Cielo Almanza (c) accepts the 2012 Tuttle Award from GEN William G.T. Tuttle,
Jr., USA (Ret.) (r) and LOGTECH Executive Director Mark Cramer (l).
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